MOTHER EARTH CALLING
JUNGLE FISH RESTAURANT
DENMARK’S DYNAMIC DUO CREATE NEW FUSION MENU AT CHAPUNG SEBALI
Ubud, Bali, 24 April 2019: Guest Chefs Mads Nielsen and Nicolai Stage from Denmark join

Chapung Sebali to create a top-quality fusion of Indonesian and International cuisine at
Jungle Fish, focusing on local produce, home-grown staples, and sustainable food processing.

Hailing from Odense, Denmark,
the dynamic duo of Chefs Mads
Nielsen and Nicolai Stage bring
their culinary knowledge, skills
and passion to Indonesia’s
capital of international cuisine
and culture, Bali.
At Chapung Sebali’s Jungle Fish
Restaurant, both young chefs are
excited to represent Chapung
Sebali’s rich fusion of Indonesian
flavours, with an understated and
simple Danish style of International cuisine.
The innovative menu focuses on
local produce, with staples and
ingredients such as Japanese
rice, chilli, eggplant and asparagus.
The April 22nd launch – after
Earth Day - makes this a celebration of Mother Earth for all of our
guests and team members.

“Representing Chapung Sebali’s eclectic and eloquent fusion
of traditional Indonesian architecture and contemporary Scandinavian styling, we have asked
chef Mads and chef Nicolai to
join our culinary team for four
months, bringing their energetic
and youthful Danish touch with
sustainability approach to our
new menu.” says Theo Granet,
General Manager of Chapung
Sebali.
Beginning 22 April, scenic views
overlooking the Wos River Valley
will complete your dining experience, enjoying carefully crafted
dishes such as Rendang Raviole,
Ikan Bali, Baked Eggplant with
Leek Sabayon, Rib-eye Steak
with Javanese Pepper Sauce, and
even a Rijstaffel plate to share.

About Chapung Sebali:

Located up high up among the
hills, Chapung Sebali is just a
ten-minute drive from the centre
of Ubud. Bali’s nature with a fuse
of Scandinavian touch, intimate
yet spacious designs are
Chapung Sebali’s attractions.
The resort offers on site Chapung
Spa, Jungle Fish Pool Bar for
swimming in an infinity pool surrounded by lush jungle, Jungle
Fish Restaurant for International-Indonesian cuisine, and Blind
Pig Lounge and Bar for cocktails
and wines.
About Jungle Fish Restaurant:

A contemporary cuisine restaurant embodying Balinese and
Scandinavian elegance while
offering a selection of International-Indonesian dishes for those
who take delight in high quality,
delectable food and drink.
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